The Arabidopsis thaliana hypocotyl, a model to identify and study control mechanisms of cellular expansion.
Developmental biology studies in general benefit from model organisms that are well characterized. Arabidopsis thaliana fulfills this criterion and represents one of the best experimental systems to study developmental processes in higher plants. Light is a crucial factor that drives photosynthesis, but that also regulates plant morphogenesis. As the hypocotyl is completely embryonic of origin, its growth occurs solely by expansion of the cells and this process is strongly dependent on the light conditions. In this review, we provide evidence that the hypocotyl serves as ideal model object to study cell expansion mechanisms and its regulation. We focus on the regulation of hypocotyl development by light and highlight the key modulating proteins in this signaling cascade. Downstream of light-signaling, cellular expansion is greatly dependent on specific cell wall depositions, which is related to cortical microtubular (re)arrangements and on composition and/or extensibility of the cell wall. We discuss possible further experimental approaches to broaden our knowledge on hypocotyl development, which will give an outlook on the probable evolution of the field.